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Le funzioni della lingua, le strutture, le letture sono state tratte dai testi in adozione, 

oltre a materiale fornito dall’insegnante:  

- "Get thinking Options B1" (Student’s Book, Workbook) – Kennedy-Puchta- Ed. 

Cambridge University Press;  

- Grammar in Progress- Updated – Bonci, Howell- Ed. Zanichelli 

  

-Revisione strutture :  

Question words, possessives, personal pronouns, possessive case, double genitive, 

place and time expressions, present tenses, past simple, numbers, , Quantity 

expressions. Sentence of purpose. Past simple (all forms). Verbi regolari e irregolari. 

Past time expressions  

Phonetics   

 Pronunciation of –ED -   State vs Action Verbs  

 

-Dal testo "Get thinking Options B1":  

 

UNITS 0-8 STRUTTURE SINTATTICO-GRAMMATICALI  

Comparatives and superlatives of majority: adjectives (regular and irregular) 

Comparatives of minority and equality  

Superlatives of minority. Intensifiers.  

Particular forms of comparative ( bigger and bigger, the earlier…the better.., ecc)  

How long does/did it take to…?  

Futures: Be going to – Will /won’t future + future time expressions, Present 

continuous for future- Present simple for future.  

Adverbs of manner Comparative of adverbs.  

To lend vs to borrow.  

Present perfect simple (all forms) with ever/never, already, just, yet,  recently, lately, 

up to now, today, this…, it’s the first/second time that +pres perfect. Been/Gone  

Present perfect vs Past simple.  

Prefixes + adjectives  (un-, dis-, im-) 

DOVERE: must/mustn’t, have to, had to, don’t/doesn’t/didn’t have to, should, 

shouldn’t  

Relative clauses and pronouns; omission of the relative pronoun.  



Past continuous(all forms), when, while; Past continuous vs Past simple.  

Used to (notes)  

At first, then, after, finally.  

Present perfect continuous 

Duration form , for, since.  

Reflexive pronouns, reciprocal pronouns; a, an, the, zero article.  

Present conditional  

If clauses: Zero, First, Second Conditional; if, when, unless, as soon as, as long as, 

provided that. If I were…  

Question tags 

VOCABULARY  

Places and things in town. Holidays, travel, transport. Parts of the body, illnesses; 

People and personalities; personal qualities. Gadgets and electrical appliances, 

housework. Sports, sport verbs, sequence words. School and subjects; verbs about 

thinking. Types of films.  

FUNCTIONS  

Talking about past events (a holiday, a party); Arranging, Inviting, , accepting, 

refusing; Making predictions, talking about future events. Talking about health. 

Talking about life experiences. Reacting to news. Giving opinions, giving advices. 

Talking about feelings. Comparing opinions, Agreeing and Disagreeing; Checking 

understanding: question tags. 

 

Argomento di EDUCAZIONE CIVICA svolto: British Institutions and comparison 

with Italian Institutions.  
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